Writing Coach Program
Writing Coach Service is now offered by Yu’s Elite Education.
The NEED: Many students simply aren’t writing routinely, and many more students simply
aren’t taking a strategic approach to make their writing better. Consequently, while a student’s
school performance may be exceptional in math and science, little growth is seen in writing as a
result of little attention given to the craft. All too often student writers have the attitude of
“one and done.” They simply want to draft something once, and move on. The Writing
Coach service NOW offered by Yu’s Elite Education addresses this need.
The SERVICE: Yu’s Elite Education NOW introduces “The Writing Coach” - a service
designed to get scholars writing, provide them with feedback on their work, and instill in
them the practice of revision, fostering a stronger, more capable writer. Students who
enroll in this program will receive personal writing instruction from a certified, writing
educator.
How it works:
 Each month a writing assignment, an exemplar, and rubric or checklist is posted.
 Students may complete the assignment at any time within the first 10 days of its posting.
 Writing must be done in Google Docs and shared with the student’s coach.
 Within 3 days, the coach will provide evaluative feedback and suggestions for revision.
 An ongoing dialogue between the teacher and scholar will continue throughout the
month as your student revises their work, submits it, and receives new feedback.
Ultimately, this back and forth will provide each student individualized, targeted, specific
writing instruction.
The writing coach service NOW offered by Yu’s Elite Education will foster the practice of
revision. Students will revisit a draft multiple times to improve upon it, following their coach’s
direction. If students want to be good writers, then they must develop the habits of published
authors- they must write, and revise, revise, revise, making their original draft better.
Enrollment: Monthly Service Fee- $99
Includes students’ original writing work plus 3 student-teacher online exchanges per month.
Private writing instruction offered for an additional fee.

